The Washroom of the Future competition aimed to stimulate designs that like all Dyson machines are radically different but practical too.

A jury comprising James Scourie Source of Project Orange; Dyson Airblade™ senior design engineer Marcus Hartley; Eric Dimmums of the Third Space Group; and BD editor Ellis Woodman whittled down the submissions to the three winners presented here.

As the fastest, most hygienic hand dryer, the Dyson Airblade™ hand dryer can be considered for many commercial projects. The machine works by channeling cold air at 400mph – literally scraping water from hands in just 10 seconds – making it ideal for use at places such as airports and train stations where high footfall requires a machine that dries hands quickly and hygienically. Damp hands can transfer up to 1,000 times more bacteria than dry ones. The machine is suitable for healthcare facilities due to the inclusion of a HEPA filter, which removes 99.9% of bacteria present in the air used to dry hands.

The Dyson Airblade™ hand dryer uses up to 80% less energy than warm air hand dryers, helping offices, leisure facilities, restaurants and hotels save costs and reduce their carbon footprint. It also dries 19 pairs of hands for the cost of a single paper towel.

Paul McAnear, Paul McAnear Architects Ltd

The hand dryer has been located below a counter of reconstituted antibacterial stone, a material that has also been employed for the splash back. The front face of the counter is hinged to allow access to the hand dryer for regular maintenance. The hand dryer has also been mounted on runners so that it can be pulled out from the counter and cleaned. A daylight corridor along the full length of the counter while the use of an LED energy-saving lighting strip behind the mirror and beneath the counter reduces energy use and maintenance costs while achieving the desired aesthetic. Waste is minimised through the use of an automated waste dispenser, pre-mixed warm water and the Dyson Airblade™ hand dryer.

The jury appreciated the way that this submission demonstrated how the Dyson Airblade™ hand dryer could be accommodated within an interior of a very minimal aesthetic.

Helen Brunskill, Brunskill Design

This project investigates the potential of reclaiming the wasted energy of the large numbers of people employing washrooms at places such as airports and train stations.

Piezoelectric tiles are employed to generate energy from people walking in and out. A mechanism has been used to harness energy when the cubicle doors are opened and closed. A ratchet is used so that a spring can be wound when the door opens but stays wound when it swings shut. The spring’s stored energy is converted to electrical energy via an electromagnetic after the spring has been fully wound. The energy generated from the door ratchet system is used to pump grey water from the sink to the exterior. To make the user aware that they are generating energy, a glowed panel in the floor exposes this process to view.

This was one of the most speculative schemes submitted, operating at the edge of technological possibility. The jury particularly admired the daring.

Dr James Furse-Roberts, FRLA

Intended for an environmental visitor centre run by an educational charity, the Sustainable Education Pavilion provides an outdoor facility where activities, such as pond dipping, can be conducted. Located on the bank of a lake, the pavilion offices shelter, a WC and facilities for washing hands and equipment.

In keeping with the environmental messaging being taught at the visitor centre the roof of the pavilion harvests and stores rainwater, which is piped to the sinks and toilet (supplemented by mains water during dry periods). Wastewater from the sinks passes through three mesh beds integral within the structure. These beds treat the water, cleaning it sufficiently for it to be returned directly into the lake. Wastewater from the toilet is piped to a larger wetland treatment system, which is away from the pavilion; here it is treated a further time.
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